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3:Learn the key terms in this project

9. Learn this definition

8. Optional Stretch and Challenge

Create a light drawing using your 
phone or a camera

Wider Thinking
Youtube – How to Shade Basic Forms
www.artcyclopedia.com

Formal 
Elements 
in Art

The parts used to make a piece of 
artwork:
Line, colour, tone, shape, form, space,
pattern and texture

Line Line is the path left by a moving point. For 
example, a pencil or a brush dipped in 
paint. A line can be horizontal, diagonal or 
curved and can also change length.

4. Expert modelling example

Use a 
light line 
when 
sketching.

Do not use 
heavy 
outlines 
around the 
shape

Show the 
range of 
tones from 
dark to 
light

thick, thin, horizontal, vertical, 
zigzag, diagonal, curly, curved, spiral, 
cross-hatched, dashed, scratched, 
splattered, smudged, sketchy, 
smeared, dribbled

5. Illustrate these words to 
describe marks/line

1: In your sketchbook complete 
your name design.

Sculpture:
the art of making 
two- or three-
dimensional forms

A good video that goes through three options 
for use with an SLR-
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=1xyj3GH2rDM
Or you can get an app to use with your phone 
called ‘Slow Shutter Fast Cam’           (free)

ASK YOUR TEACHER IF YOU WOULD
LIKE TO DO IT AFTER SCHOOL

• Continuous line
A drawing in which a single, unbroken line is 
used to develop the image. 
• Weight of line
How thick or thin your line/ mark is
• Creating tone with line
Putting lines/marks closer together will make 
tones appear  darker

6. Draw over this shape from start to 
end using ONE SINGLE LINE

Start End

What might you call this type of drawing? 

2. Learn these steps for observational 
drawing
1. Look closely 
2. Draw the outline REALLY lightly
3. Use a pencil to measure and check sizes
4. Check for accuracy and correct any mistakes by 

re-drawing and then rubbing out the mistake
5. Lightly draw in large tonal shapes
6. Add tone by layering into your tonal shapes 
7. Use the right pencils- 6B= soft and dark, HB = 

light
8. Take your time and don’t give up! 

7.Careers in art
Find one career related to art 
and what that job involves. 

Use google to search “art jobs”

You can draw 
these into a grid 
to remember 
them

http://www.artcyclopedia.com/

